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Beyond the footprint...
Optimizing Field Operations

- Workforce for ArcGIS
- Navigator for ArcGIS
- Collector for ArcGIS
- Survey123 for ArcGIS
- Drone2Map for ArcGIS
- Operations Dashboard for ArcGIS
Optimizing Field Operations With ArcGIS
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An integration to provide Esri and ikeGPS customers with a combined toolset that will boost field data capture productivity.
Survey123 for ArcGIS by Esri Overview

Survey123 App:
- Intuitive smart-form based data collection mobile app
- Available in the Google Play and Apple App stores
- Supports integration with Spike, allowing users to easily associate Spike measurements with GIS features
- Tap, snap, and measure!
Measure...
Measure lengths and areas using the Spike app
Upload directly into ArcGIS…
Spike measurements and photo stored as GIS attributes
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Please Take Our Survey on the App

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the feedback section

Complete answers and select “Submit”
See Us Here

• Stop by the Smart Installations Kiosk (Esri Showcase - Defense & Intelligence - Hall B1)